Kobold Guide To Game Design 2nd Edition
Recognizing the artifice ways to acquire this book kobold guide to game design 2nd edition is additionally useful.
You have remained in right site to start getting this info. get the kobold guide to game design 2nd edition join that
we present here and check out the link.
You could buy lead kobold guide to game design 2nd edition or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily
download this kobold guide to game design 2nd edition after getting deal. So, similar to you require the ebook
swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its therefore agreed easy and correspondingly fats, isnt it? You have to
favor to in this impression
Inventing the French Revolution ` Keith Michael Baker 1990-01-26 A wide-ranging collection of essays exploring
the question 'How did the French Revolution become thinkable?'.
Starfinder Rpg: Drift Crisis Kate Baker 2022-06-07 In a catastrophic instant, travel through the faster-thanlight Drift realm failed, with travelers vanishing in mid-flight, communications scrambling, and the Drift's
progenitor god Triune falling mysteriously silent. In the aftermath, empires cling to far-flung holdings,
opportunists exploit the chaos, and everyone demands to know what triggered this Drift Crisis and how they can
solve it. The Drift Crisis hardcover rulebook and setting guide details this massive galaxy-wide event, introducing
a vast array of new conflicts, opportunities, and stories. Equip your characters with the latest technologies
and techniques for surviving the upheaval, with new gear and character options. Discover the influential factions
that are restoring order, profiting on the wreckage, or perpetuating the pandemonium. And experience the Drift Crisis
with 20 detailed adventure seeds that range from survival to saving the galaxy!
Theory of Fun for Game Design Raph Koster 2005 Discusses the essential elements in creating a successful game,
how playing games and learning are connected, and what makes a game boring or fun.
Chris Crawford on Game Design Chris Crawford 2003 A pioneer in the field of game design and development draws
on his own experiences to present a useful collection of insider tips, wisdom, advice, skills, and techniques, along
with an overview of the history of fame programming, low and high interactivity designs, the importance of
storytelling, and more. Original. (Intermediate)
The Fantasy Roleplaying Gamer's Bible Sean Patrick Fannon 1999 Fantasirollespil.
Metal Slug: The Ultimate History 2020-01-10
Medieval Travellers Margaret Wade Labarge 2005-01 Margaret Wade Labarge takes a medley of upper-class men
and women of the thirteenth to the mid-fifteenth centuries and illustrates how they travelled throughout their
known world. She presents such unforgettable and indefatigable travellers as Eudes of Rouen, who averaged
2,500 miles a year during his term as archbishop of Rouen; Mary, daughter of Edward I and a most restless nun;
Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, Castilian ambassador to the court of Timur at Samarkand; and Bertrandon de la
Broquiere, the Burgundian squire who disguised himself as a Turk in order to join a caravan returning from Mecca.
Their stories, and those of their fellow travellers, underlie the mobility and the accompanying splendour which
kings and queens, lords, ladies and leading ecclesiastics took for granted as the normal pattern of life in the later
Middle Ages.
The Dying Earth Jack Vance 2011-11-14 New races of man had evolved, new species of beast; science had vanished
and magic had arisen to dominate the twilight of our world as it dominated the earth's morning. The Dying Earth is
Jack Vance's finest work - a stunning evocation of a world peopled by wizards, witches, demons, monsters, dashing
princes and forlorn maidens. A bejewelled gallery of strange and wonderful beings in the eminent tradition of Tolkien
and William Morris. Jack Vance's preferred title for this collection is Mazirian the Magician, but while we have
elsewhere deferred to his wishes, in this case the book is so famous under a title of which he apparently strongly
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disapproves that we concluded it would be absurd to change it. All Jack Vance titles in the SFGateway use the
author's preferred texts, as restored for the Vance Integral Edition (VIE), an extensive project masterminded by an
international online community of Vance's admirers. In general, we also use the VIE titles, and have adopted the
arrangement of short story collections to eliminate overlaps.

Pathfinder Lost Omens: Knights of Lastwall (P2) 2022-05-10 Fulfill your oath! When the armies of the
Whispering Tyrant marched on Lastwall, the keeps and cities may have fallen, but its people and their spirit did not
falter! Lost Omens Knights of Lastwall takes a detailed look at the knights that took up arms to continue the
fight against the undead hordes and evils that roam the world. This book presents information on the Knights of
Lastwall organization, from joining the ranks, to knightly training, to the missions to protect the innocent and
defeat evil. The book also features new rules content including new equipment, magic items, spells, and support for
Knights of Lastwall archetypes for players who want to play a knight in their campaigns!
Digital Games and Language Learning Mark Peterson 2021-03-25 Due to the rapid development of gaming
technologies in recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the role that digital games can play in foreign and
second language learning. Bringing together innovative research from an international team of contributors, this
book provides a comprehensive overview of the use of digital games in computer-assisted language learning (CALL).
The book firstly lays the theoretical foundations and outlines various rationales for using digital games,
incorporating contemporary theories of second language acquisition. It also explores the development and impact
of digital games designed specifically for language learning, giving due consideration to design principles,
pedagogical requirements and student health. Chapters then draw on case studies from Europe and Japan to
analyse in-game interaction, attitudes and participation in both institutional and out-of-classroom settings.
Seamlessly combining theory with practical application, this book outlines recent developments in the field and the
direction of future research, and is a valuable resource for instructors, researchers and practitioners who are
designing games or looking to use them in their classrooms.
From Workshop to Toy Store Richard C. Levy 1992 Explains how toys are invented, designed, tested,
manufactured, marketed, and sold, recounts toy origins, and offers advice for the amateur toy designer
Quack and Count Keith Baker 2004 Seven ducklings take a rhyming look at addition as they play games, chase
bumblebees, and make noise.
Videogame, Player, Text Barry Atkins 2007 Examines the playing and playful subject through a series of
analytical essays focused on particular videogames and playing experiences. This collection aims to show how it
is that videogames communicate their meanings and provide their pleasures. Each ess.
Creatures of Freeport Keith Baker 2004-04-01 Creatures of Freeport is an innovative collection of monsters
inspired by Green Ronin's Freeport setting but at home in any world. While there are many bestiaries on the market,
there are none like Creatures of Freeport. These monsters are more than simple stat blocks. Each entry also
includes Knowledge (what a character knows about a creature from Knowledge skills, Bardic Lore and other
sources of information), Uses (details on parts that can be harvested and used by alchemists, spellcasters and
others), and Adventure Hooks, many of which come with fully statted NPCs to make the GMs job even easier. With
a cover by fan-favorite Wayne Reynolds and interior illustrations by the cream of Green Ronin's artistic roster,
Creatures of Freeport is a stunning addition to any collection.
Tavern Tales 2022-03 Tavern Tales is a supplement for the world's greatest roleplaying game. This circusthemed tavern is designed to drop into your new or existing campaign world and offer your party a place to call
home away from home. A Trip Away Inn is run by Flip, a former circus tightrope walker, and is home to a host of
colorful characters. Several of the patrons of A Trip Away Inn have adventures for your party to undertake or
a favor to ask. This colorful tavern is the perfect watering hole for your road-weary adventurors.
Mastering the Lightning Network Andreas M. Antonopoulos 2021-11-22 The Lightning Network (LN) is a rapidly
growing second-layer payment protocol that works on top of Bitcoin to provide near-instantaneous
transactions between two parties. With this practical guide, authors Andreas M. Antonopoulos, Olaoluwa
Osuntokun, and Rene Pickhardt explain how this advancement will enable the next level of scale for Bitcoin,
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increasing speed and privacy while reducing fees. Ideal for developers, systems architects, investors, and
entrepreneurs looking to gain a better understanding of LN, this book demonstrates why experts consider LN a
critical solution to Bitcoin's scalability problem. You'll learn how LN has the potential to support far more
transactions than today's financial networks. This book examines: How the Lightning Network addresses the
challenge of blockchain scaling The Basis of Lightning Technology (BOLT) standards documents The five layers of
the Lightning Network Protocol Suite LN basics, including wallets, nodes, and how to operate one Lightning
payment channels, onion routing, and gossip protocol Finding paths across payment channels to transport Bitcoin
off-chain from sender to recipient
Kobold Guide to Game Design 2019 "The first edition of the COMPLETE KOBOLD GUIDE TO GAME DESIGN laid out
concepts, techniques and advice for designing roleplaying games and enhancing adventures. This second edition brings
together essays from the original volume, many updated to reflect the changing game design landscape, as well as
new essays by veteran designers Jeff Grubb (Dragonlance,Forgotten Realms, Guild Wars), Kelly Pawlik (Midgard
Sagas, Empire of the Ghouls), Amber Scott (Dungeons & Dragons, Eberron) and Ray Vallese (The Kobold Guide to
Magic).Between these covers, you’ll find practical, thought-provoking essays on worldbuilding, creating magic
systems, conflict, and compelling stories, what to expect when you work as a design professional, and much more.
Conceptual chapters examine what game design is and how good design can create the best games. Concrete examples
provide models to help youcreate well-rounded designs and exciting adventures.In his essay" -- amazon.com
The Maze of Games Mike Selinker 2015-08-01 Colleen and Samuel Quaice are teenagers living in 1897 England.
During a visit to Upper Wolverhampton Bibliotheque, they discover a musty book called THE MAZE OF GAMES.
Opening the book summons the Gatekeeper, a mysterious skeletal guardian who plunges the Quaices into a series of
dangerous labyrinths, populated with myriad monsters and perplexing puzzles.Only by solving their way through
the Gatekeeper's mazes will the Quaice children find their way home.Read the novel. Solve the Puzzles. Get out alive

Lonely Planet USA Lonely Planet 2018-04-01 Lonely Planet USA is your passport to the most relevant, upto-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Gaze into the mile-deep chasm of the
Grand Canyon, hang 10 on an iconic Hawaiian wave, or let sultry southern music and food stir your soul; all
with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of the USA and begin your journey now!
It’s Within You Michael Baker 2021-09-12 This Book is about finding your Faith and belief in yourself and your
own ability to achieve what you want in life, To pursue your dreams and ambitions in life. To follow what's been
written upon your heart and live by Faith and not in fear of what you think may happen in the Future. Do to your
behaviors and the events of the past. Its to be able to reach your potential in life by forgiving of one self and
others of the events of the past seeking repentance making amends and changing of ones way and way of being. To
forgive one self of the past to have a clear vision of the future as you truly want it to be doing as you truly
want to do in life to have the things you want in life. To live a fulfilling way of life seeking to fulfill one's
purpose in life. Its within you, all the answers that you seek are within you, as it says in the Bible seek and you
shall find, ask and you shall receive, knock and it will be open to you. Seek to do thy will, and The power to carry
it out, counting ones blessings everyday to develop an attitude of gratitude, to be grateful for everyone and
everything you have in your life, as what's taken for granted is soon lost. as Faith without works is dead, we
must put in the effort to have what We want in Life as what comes easy is often taken for granted. To have the
Faith and trust in the lord to provide what you need when you need it in performing the daily task as you focus on
the task at hand and leave the miracles to the lord as he provides for.
Second Person Pat Harrigan 2010-01-22 Game designers, authors, artists, and scholars discuss how roles are
played and how stories are created in role-playing games, board games, computer games, interactive fictions,
massively multiplayer games, improvisational theater, and other "playable media." Games and other playable forms,
from interactive fictions to improvisational theater, involve role playing and story—something played and
something told. In Second Person, game designers, authors, artists, and scholars examine the different ways in
which these two elements work together in tabletop role-playing games (RPGs), computer games, board games,
card games, electronic literature, political simulations, locative media, massively multiplayer games, and other
forms that invite and structure play. Second Person—so called because in these games and playable media it is
"you" who plays the roles, "you" for whom the story is being told—first considers tabletop games ranging from
Dungeons & Dragons and other RPGs with an explicit social component to Kim Newman's Choose Your Own
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Adventure-style novel Life's Lottery and its more traditional author-reader interaction. Contributors then
examine computer-based playable structures that are designed for solo interaction—for the singular
"you"—including the mainstream hit Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time and the genre-defining independent production
Fa ade. Finally, contributors look at the intersection of the social spaces of play and the real world,
considering, among other topics, the virtual communities of such Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games
(MMORPGs) as World of Warcraft and the political uses of digital gaming and role-playing techniques (as in The
Howard Dean for Iowa Game, the first U.S. presidential campaign game). In engaging essays that range in tone from
the informal to the technical, these writers offer a variety of approaches for the examination of an emerging field
that includes works as diverse as George R.R. Martin's Wild Cards series and the classic Infocom game Planetfall.
Appendixes contain three fully-playable tabletop RPGs that demonstrate some of the variations possible in the
form.
Gameplay and Design Kevin Oxland 2004 What exactly is the elusive ingredient that makes a game worth playing?
To create a great game you need passion, imagination, talent, a good understanding of game-play and design,
experience, a dedicated team, good project management and lots of hard work. Every game developed is individual,
but there are certain techniques and fundamentals that can be learnt to understand the creative process of game
design, and those fundamentals will be discussed throughout this book. Covering the process of game design, the
book builds up a set of techniques used by designers within the industry. It will show and tell, explaining how and
why things are done the way they are, and will feature first-hand experiences, examples and case studies from the
creators of successful games such as ¿Lara Croft/Tomb Raider¿ and Peter Molyneux¿s ¿Black and White¿.
Throughout the book an imaginary game "Jumping Jack" will be discussed, taking the reader through the process of
developing a design from the initial idea through to the full-blown specification. Demonstration levels and the
design documents will be included on the accompanying CD, and these documents can be used as templates for future
designs. The book is divided into two parts. The first, Design DNA, discusses the components that make up a game
design. The second part, Building the Design, describes the process of creating and formatting design documents.
Using case studies and examples, the elements that create fun and absorbing game-play will be revealed. The book
covers the range of major consoles such as PS2, Nintendo Gamecube, Xbox, Gameboy Advance and the PC, providing
an insight into the different considerations a designer must be aware of for different platforms and producing
cross-platform games.
Pathfinder Book of the Dead 2022-04-12 The dead are rising! This blasphemous tome gives players and GMs
everything they need to bring the shambling menace of the undead to their Pathfinder adventures. This book includes
tools for fighting against the undead horde, but also options for the players themselves to control or even
become undead creatures. GMs will find new tools and haunts, as well as information about the undead-plagued
lands of the Lost Omens campaign setting. A massive bestiary section full of undead creatures brings more threats
for GMs to use and summonable creatures for players, including more versions of classic undead like vampires,
skeletons, and zombies. This 224-page hardcover rulebook also includes a full adventure themed around fighting
the undead!
A Guide to Japanese Role-Playing Games Bitmap Books 2021-10-25
Family Fun Night: Second Edition Cynthia L. Copeland 2016-04-05 From New York Times bestselling parenting book
author Cynthia Copeland comes a fully updated edition of FAMILY FUN NIGHT, featuring a year's worth of great
ideas that foster family togetherness! More than ever, family time faces stiff competition from other activities
that appeal to kids: video games and iPhone apps, texting, and social media. FAMILY FUN NIGHT offers the antidote:
Tips and advice for establishing weekly family time, as well as hundreds of specific ideas for spending quality time
together, with an emphasis on "unplugged" activities. This fun and comprehensive book features ways to interest
teens (let each one invite a friend or allow them to play their music in the background on game night), to contend
with a large age range (form teams or play games of chance rather than skill), and to manage competitiveness
among siblings (play cooperative games or ones where players change teams throughout). From clever twists on
timeless classics to brand new games your family will love, this book offers something for every family, during
every month of the year. Interested in family-friendly card games? Suggestions for outdoor family games? Need ideas
for a Digital Detox family weekend? Or ideas for last-minute game nights or for game nights that cost less than
$10? It’s all covered in this reader-friendly guide, along with ideas for snacks and meals that complement each
family night theme, complete with charming illustrations! Whether family members use the book to brainstorm ideas
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for their own unique night or follow each game night to the last detail, they will find that family playtime
creates wonderful memories that will last forever.
Board Games as Media Paul Booth 2021-01-14 Leading expert Paul Booth explores the growth in popularity of
board games today, and unpacks what it means to read a board game. What does a game communicate? How do
games play us? And how do we decide which games to play and which are just wastes of cardboard? With little
scholarly research in this still-emerging field, Board Games as Media underscores the importance of board games in
the ever-evolving world of media.

Epic Legacy Tome of Titans Ryan Servis 2021-09
Realms Tony DiTerlizzi 2015 New York Times bestselling creator Tony DiTerlizzi is known for his distinctive style
depicting fantastical creatures, horrific monsters and courageous heroes. Collected here for the first time, this
book features never-before-seen artwork and photographs, in addition to showcasing DiTerlizzi's most iconic
roleplaying work with commentary by the artist. Introduction by Christopher Paolini (Eragon; Corgi, 2002-) and
featuring appreciations by Guillermo del Toro, Brom, Jane Yolen, Holly Black, Zeb Cook, Jeff Easley, and Donato
Giancola among others!

ECGBL 2017 11th European Conference on Game-Based Learning 2017-10-05
Pathfinder Lost Omens World Guide Special Edition (P2) Tanya Depass 2022-08-30 This indispensable 136-page
guidebook to the world of Pathfinder presents everything you need to know for a lifetime of adventure in the
uncertain Age of Lost Omens. The god of humanity is dead and prophecy is broken, leaving adventuring heroes like
you to carve their own destinies out of an uncertain future! This gazetteer features 10 diverse regions packed
with thrilling and deadly possibilities and is accompanied by a giant two-sided poster map depicting the heart of the
Pathfinder setting. This deluxe special edition is bound in faux leather with metallic deboss cover elements and a
bound-in ribbon bookmark.
Tabletop Game Design for Video Game Designers Ethan Ham 2015-06-19 Learn the mechanics that take your game
from an idea to a playable product. Do you aspire to be a game designer but aren’t sure where to begin? Tabletop
Game Design for Video Game Designers guides you through your initial attempts to design game mechanics. It goes
beyond simple description and definition to explore in detail the issues that designers grapple with for every game
they create. Learning to design tabletop games builds a solid foundation for game designers and provides methods
that can be applied towards creating paper prototypes of computer-targeted games. Presented in a step-by-step
format, Tabletop Game Design for Video Game Designers helps the reader understand how the game design skills that
are acquired through creating tabletop games can be used when designing video games. Fully playable games
accompany every topic so you can truly understand and experience each component that goes into game creation.
Tabletop Game Design for Video Game Designers includes: Simple, highly focused games that can be played, analyzed,
improved, and/or modified in conjunction with a particular topic in the book. Integrated game design exercises,
chapter learning objectives, and in-text sidebars to provide further examples to apply directly to your game
creation process. A companion website (www.funmines.com) which includes: "print & play" tabletop games, links to
online games, game design resources, and articles about designing and developing games.
Elements of Game Design Robert Zubek 2020-08-18 An introduction to the basic concepts of game design, focusing
on techniques used in commercial game production. This textbook by a well-known game designer introduces the
basics of game design, covering tools and techniques used by practitioners in commercial game production. It
presents a model for analyzing game design in terms of three interconnected levels--mechanics and systems,
gameplay, and player experience--and explains how novice game designers can use these three levels as a framework
to guide their design process. The text is notable for emphasizing models and vocabulary used in industry practice
and focusing on the design of games as dynamic systems of gameplay.
The Art of Game Design Jesse Schell 2014-11-06 Good game design happens when you view your game from as many
perspectives as possible. Written by one of the world's top game designers, The Art of Game Design presents 100+
sets of questions, or different lenses, for viewing a game’s design, encompassing diverse fields such as psychology,
architecture, music, visual design, film, software engineering, theme park design, mathematics, puzzle design, and
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anthropology. This Second Edition of a Game Developer Front Line Award winner: Describes the deepest and most
fundamental principles of game design Demonstrates how tactics used in board, card, and athletic games also work
in top-quality video games Contains valuable insight from Jesse Schell, the former chair of the International Game
Developers Association and award-winning designer of Disney online games The Art of Game Design, Second Edition
gives readers useful perspectives on how to make better game designs faster. It provides practical instruction on
creating world-class games that will be played again and again.

Shared Fantasy Gary Alan Fine 2002-08-14 This classic study still provides one of the most acute descriptions
available of an often misunderstood subculture: that of fantasy role playing games like Dungeons & Dragons.
Gary Alan Fine immerses himself in several different gaming systems, offering insightful details on the nature of the
games and the patterns of interaction among players—as well as their reasons for playing.
Past as Prologue Bernard-Henri L vy 2021-07-18 Nearly 20 years ago, following the attacks of 9/11, the
United States freed Afghanistan from Taliban control, opening a new chapter in the history of the country after
years of civil war and repressive rule. It was a time of great challenges, but also one of hope, as Afghanistan's
people looked toward a brighter future. In the midst of this transition, in spring 2002, French philosopher and
human rights activist Bernard-Henri L vy traveled to the country at the request of the French president to
assess the conditions on the ground and determine how France could contribute to Afghanistan's rebirth as a
nation. In the resulting report, which was both hopeful about the opportunities and clear-eyed about the
challenges facing the country, L vy pressed for France to take on a key role in areas ranging from strengthening
the rule of law and women's rights to helping to restore the country's cultural heritage. Now, two decades on,
as the U.S. and its international partners prepare to withdraw militarily from Afghanistan, it is time to revisit
L vy's report, available in English for the first time, and to reflect on what once was hoped and envisioned for the
country, as well as what has happened in the years since. Featuring a foreword by General (ret.) David Petraeus
and an introduction by Dr. Marvin G. Weinbaum.
University of Chicago Readings in Western Civilization, Volume 7 Keith M. Baker 1987-05-15 The University of
Chicago Readings in Western Civilization (nine volumes) makes available to students and teachers a unique
selection of primary documents, many in new translations. These readings, prepared for the highly praised Western
civilization sequence at the University of Chicago, were chosen by an outstanding group of scholars whose
experience teaching that course spans almost four decades. Each volume includes rarely anthologized selections as
well as standard, more familiar texts; a bibliography of recommended parallel readings; and introductions
providing background for the selections. Beginning with Periclean Athens and concluding with twentieth-century
Europe, these source materials enable teachers and students to explore a variety of critical approaches to
important events and themes in Western history. Individual volumes provide essential background reading for
courses covering specific eras and periods. The complete nine-volume series is ideal for general courses in history
and Western civilization sequences.

Boardgames That Tell Stories Portal Games 2015-11-25 A group of the finest boardgame designers answered
Ignacy Trzewiczek's invitation to take part in creating the book. They shared their anecdotes, tips and memoirs,
making the book an unique trip over different designing styles, a formidable guide into the world of boardgame
creation. Learn about process of design such games like Robinson Crusoe, Pathfinder, Hanabi, Neuroshima Hex and
many other!-Affordance Theory in Game Design Hamna Aslam 2022-06-01 Games, whether educational or recreational, are
meant to be fun. How do we ensure that the game delivers its intent? The answer to this question is playtesting.
However, a haphazard playtest process cannot discover play experience from various dimensions. Players'
perceptions, affordances, age, gender, culture, and many more human factors influence play experience. A playtest
requires an intensive experimental process and scientific protocols to ensure that the outcomes seen are reliable
for the designer. Playtesting and players' affordances are the focus of this book. This book is not just about the
playtest procedures but also demonstrates how they lead to the conclusions obtained when considering data
sets. The playtest process or playtest stories differ according to the hypothesis under investigation. We cover
examples of playtesting to identify the impact of human factors, such as age and gender, to examine a player's
preferences for game objects' design and colors. The book details topics to reflect on possible emotional outcomes
of the player at the early stages of game design as well as the methodology for presenting questions to players in
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such a way as to elicit authentic feedback. This book is intended mainly for game designers, researchers, and
developers. However, it provides a general understanding of affordances and human factors that can be informative
for readers working in any domain.
Torment Tides of Numenera Monte Cook Games 2016-06-22 Numeneras Ninth World is a fantastic vision of a
world in which hyper-advanced civilizations have risen and fallen and left their inventions behind. Their achievements
became part of the accumulated detritus of eons - and now this assortment of ancient power is there for the
taking! One of the denizens of the Ninth World has discovered a way to use the numenera to grow strong, cheat
death, and skip across the face of centuries in a succession of bodies. But, he discovers an unexpected side effect:
You! Set in the world of Monte Cooks roleplaying game setting Numenera, Torment: Tides of Numenera is a game of
deep reactivity and immersion into a new and strange vision. You will chart a course through bizarre landscapes,
across the face of a vastly different world. You will face adversaries who harness incomprehensible powers, and
who will ultimately force you to face yourself and answer the question: What does one life matter?
Tal'Dorei Campaign Setting Reborn Matthew Mercer 2021-12-31 Welcome to Tal'Dorei, a fantasy-filled
continent brimming with grand tales of heroes and adventure - and eagerly awaiting your own epic stories. Soar on
a skyship from the metropolis of Emon to the distant haven of Whitestone, venture into wilderness rife with
terrifying monsters and wayward mages, and uncover magic items that range from simple trinkets to the legendary
Vestiges of Divergence. The hit series Critical Role first explored this continent through the epic adventures of
Vox Machina. Now the world moves on in their wake. This campaign setting is newly revised and expanded to cover
the exciting conclusion of the Vox Machina campaign and the characters lives in the years following. Let your
footsteps, too, shape the fate of Tal'Dorei and perhaps the wider world of Exandria.This definitive, art-filled tomb
is revised and expanded, containing everything you need to unlock the rich campaign setting of Tal'Dorei and make it
your own:- A guide to each major region, with story hooks to fuel your campign- Expanded character options,
including 9 subclasses and 5 backgrounds- Magic items such as the Vestiges of Divergence, legendary artifacts
that grow in power with their wielders- Dozens of creatures, including many featured in the Critical Role
campaigns- New lore and updated stat blocks for each member of Vox Machina
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